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The Follo Line Project
A 50% reduction in travel time: the longest railway tunnel in the
Nordic region and a modern public transport hub in Ski. These are
some of the features of the Follo Line. Trains will run directly between
Oslo Central Station and Ski, with a travel time of just 11 minutes.
While some people choose direct trains, others may choose local trains
on the Østfold Line, where the route has been adapted and improved.
The Follo Line will be a total of 22 km in length, with a 20 km tunnel
through Ekebergåsen (the Ekeberg Hill). The new Ski Station is the most
visible result of the major Follo Line Project, the largest public transport
project in Norway in recent times. More than half the work on the
Follo Line is now completed, and the project is set for completion in
December 2021.

This project includes

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reducing the travel time between Oslo
Central Station and Ski from 22 to 11
minutes
20 km twin tube rail tunnel
Excavated by four tunnel boring machines
(TBM) operated from one large rig area
Extensive work at Oslo Central Station
A 600 m concrete tunnel passing
underneath Middelalderparken (the
Medieval Park in Oslo)
A new public transportation hub in Ski,
including construction of the new Ski
Station
The new Nordbyveien Bridge in Ski
Necessary realignment of the existing
Østfold Line, both on the approach to
Oslo Central Station and between the
new Ski Station and the future tunnel
for the Follo Line
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Finished tunnel. Photo Einar Aslaksen/Bane NOR
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The Follo Line
Everyday improvements for rail passengers
The new Follo Line is 22 km long and built for
speeds of up to 250 km per hour. Trains will run
directly between Oslo Central Station and Ski, cutting the travel time in half. On the train there will be
a high-speed mobile network, among the fastest in
the world in a tunnel. In combination with the local
trains on the Østfold Line, the services available to
rail passengers will be greatly improved.
The Follo Line will be an efficient, safe, eco-friendly
transport route which will pave the way for further
development of the residential and commercial
areas around Oslo.
An urban challenge
The Follo Line Project comprises four new tracks to
Oslo Central Station.
Constructing new railway lines in the densely
trafficked metropolitan area around Oslo Central
Station is a major challenge and much of the work
is undertaken without disruption to the daily flow of
traffic to and from this busy station.

The Østfold Line has reached its capacity limit and
population growth of 30% is expected in Oslo
and Akershus over the next few years. One major
objective for the Follo Line is to link residential and
commercial areas together effectively and contribute
to a positive development in the region.

Measures are also taken to limit and attenuate noise.
There are around 20,000 households along and across
the new railway route. Extensive communication
initiatives have been implemented in order to
maintain good contact with neighbours. The Follo
Line Project thanks you for your patience and
cooperation during the construction phase!

Patient neighbours
The Follo Line Project is extensive, with multiple
operations taking place simultaneously. Any project
of this scale will disturb people, nature and the
environment in some manner during the construction
period. Extensive monitoring is prioritised in order to
limit any adverse impact on the surroundings.
It is essential that the negative impact of construction
work for people, property, the environment and
surroundings is kept to a minimum. Properties that
may be affected by the development work have
been mapped and are being continually monitored
during the construction period. Energy wells and
other wells have been recorded, and the groundwater level is being monitored electronically.

Freight from road to rail
It is not only passengers who stand to benefit from
the new Follo Line railway. The capacity for freight
trains between Oslo and Ski will be increased in
conjunction with the Østfold Line.
A substantial amount of freight transport from
Europe to Norway passes through Østfold, mainly
on trailers. The new railway line will increase
the freight capacity and make transport more
eco-friendly. Did you know that a freight train can
transport around the same amount as 24 fully
loaded trailers?
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Smart infrastructure in a major city
Oslo Central Station and Middelalderparken
Between Oslo Central Station and the tunnel,
construction of the Follo Line must be adapted
to the daily rail traffic in and out of Oslo Central
Station. The Follo Line will be constructed with
connections to several platforms with minimal
interference to the rail traffic.
In addition, restrictions concerning Middelalderparken
have been taken into consideration, since the area
is of great archaeological and historical significance.
The Directorate for Cultural Heritage in Norway,
Oslo Municipality and Bane NOR have agreed to a
joint solution for conservation measures regarding
both the introduction of the new Follo Line and the
new tracks for the Østfold Line through an area
known as “Klypen”. This will provide the opportunity
to establish a park area almost twice the current
size.
Another important factor for the future urban
environment in Gamlebyen is that the Alna River,
which is the longest river in Oslo, will be able to
pass above the railway tracks.

Ongoing work at the entrance to Oslo Central station for the construction of
a concrete tunnel to the new train tracks. Photo: Bane NOR

The new railway lines are routed from Middelalderparken towards Ekebergåsen. There is limited space
available inside Ekebergåsen because the first
section of the tunnel passes underneath the E6,
one of Norway’s busiest road tunnels. In addition,
space is limited by various forms of infrastructure,
including multiple oil caverns. Parts of the construction work are being carried out very carefully,
using mechanical splitting (drill and split) of the

rock, without the use of explosives. The necessity
of caution and care means that this process is time
consuming and that average progress will be less
than one meter per day.
In this area, construction work on a large cavern in
order to combine the two Follo Line tracks and the
inbound Østfold Line track will soon be complete.
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«Taking the Follo Line through
Middelalderparken is one of the
most demanding things we could
do. This is the art of engineering.»
Elisabeth Enger, former director of
the Norwegian National Rail Administration

The work with the two tracks for the Follo Line is taking
place inside Ekebergåsen. Photo: Bane NOR
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Timeline Tunnel boring
Kastellet
102 meters

Bekkelaget
116 meters

Middelalderparken

Endepunkt TBM
Jomfrubråten

Nordstrand kirke
Holtet

Ljanselva
37 meters
Gjersrudbekken

Grønliåsen
162 meters

Tangen

Oslo
2 TBM Oslo

Autumn 2018

Spring 2018

Autumn 2017

Spring 2017

Start september/october 2016

en
rs
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Illustration: AGJV

Day zone
Tunnel TBM
Tunnel D & B
Assurdalen
55 meters

Åsland riggområde
106 meters
Taraldrud

Vevelstad
60 meters
Bøleråsen
Sloraveien
21 meters

Endpoint TBM
Roåsbekken

Ski

2 TBM Ski

Start november/december 2016

Autumn 2017

Winter 2017/2018

Autumn 2018

Winter 2018/2019
Web map: http://webgis.no/follobanen
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The tunnel boring machine “Anna” in position. Photo: AGVJ
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Tunnel factories
Technological development
From the 1970s to the 1990s, the Norwegian tunnel
industry was one of the most advanced in the world
for TBM-drilling in hard rock. TBM was primarily used
to build tunnels for hydropower plants, but was
also used for excavating drainage tunnels and road
tunnels. TBM lost ground in Norway when the
development of hydropower plants was scaled
down, but some Norwegian companies have
continued participating in international TBMprojects right up to the present day.
Quality and ground conditions
Tunnel boring machines are "tunnel factories".
Probe drilling is used to analyse the rock in front of
the TBM’s head. The tunnel is then excavated and
the segments are installed in a closed ring, making
the tunnel water and frost proof as well as providing
rock support. All of this is performed in one smooth
industrial process. A substance is injected behind
the concrete elements to provide a further seal
towards the rock. This makes the tunnel watertight.
The industrial process involving the production
and installation of the concrete segments provides

the opportunity for a tunnel lining that is of high
and consistent quality. From a lifecycle perspective,
prefabricated concrete segments in a closed ring
result in less maintenance than more traditional
rock support using bolts. Thorough knowledge of
ground conditions is crucial.
Industrious women drilling rock
Production of the main part of the tunnel using
four tunnel boring machines takes place from
one large construction site at Åsland, close to the
E6 southeast of Oslo. Concrete elements for the
alignment of the tunnel are being produced at a
separate factory onsite and a total of more than
141,000 segments will be produced at Åsland.
In accordance with Central European tradition,
the tunnel boring machines are given names.
They have therefore been named after strong
Norwegian women from ancient Norwegian
history and more recent local history. From Åsland,
the two tunnel boring machines “Anna from
Kloppa” and “Magda Flåtestad” are drilling towards
Ski, while “Queen Eufemia” and “Queen Ellisiv” are

drilling north towards Oslo.
Two access tunnels for inbound and outbound
traffic, mass transport system and air supply were
among the first facilities built at Åsland. These
and other parts of the tunnel system have been
constructed by drill and blast. All four tunnel
boring machines will make breakthroughs in
2018 and 2019, and thus completing the work
of these strong "women". The machines will be
dismantled inside the mountain and the parts will
be transported out.
The Follo Line tunnel

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Impermeable and safe
Service life of at least 100 years
Reliable and extensive train service
Minimum maintenance requirements
Emergency evacuation system featuring
two separate tunnel tubes
Improved safety with cross passages every
500 meters
Minimal disturbance from railway traffic to
surrounding areas
Skills upgrading and technological development
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Illustration of the new Ski Station.
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A new public transport hub
Out of the tunnel – to the new Ski station
Once out of the tunnel, trains on the Follo Line will
travel in the open over a stretch of approximately
1.5 km before arriving at the public transport hub
in Ski.
Trains will pass underneath the new Nordbyveien
Bridge, that was reconstructed by Bane NOR to
make space for new tracks. Supporting walls and
concrete tunnels have also been constructed north
of the station.
The Østfold Line is being rerouted in order to
provide efficient rail services. The new Ski Station
is being built with six tracks and three central
platforms, plus a new underpass, a road bridge, a
bus terminal and an extended car park.
Accessibility, efficient transport and integration in
the urban environment around Oslo are of high
importance to Bane NOR.

The new Ski Station is being built with
six tracks and three central platforms,
plus a new underpass, a road bridge, a
bus terminal and an extended car park.

Nordbyveien Bridge in Ski was completed in August 2017. Photo: Bane NOR
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Revealing our history
Important archaeological findings
Middelalderparken is of major archaeological and
historical significance for Oslo, and this is taken into
consideration during the construction period. Good
collaboration and relationships with archaeologists
are essential to the construction work, but also for
ensuring that new features of Oslo’s historical past
are uncovered.
Among the findings made in Middelalderparken are
the remains of wooden buildings which are typical
of the archaeological excavations in this part of the
city.

Archaeological findings from one of the oldest
known settlements in Eastern Norway have been
made at the Follo Line tunnel portal in the south.
Archaeologists from the Museum of Cultural History
have found hearths that were once used by hunters
and Stone Age homes.
Iron Age burial mounds and cooking pits have also
been found. More than 10,000 years ago, the beach
stretched all the way up to where Langhusveien
is now located, and there was a narrow inlet at
Roåsbekken. The findings indicate that there was
plenty of food available, with plenty of places to fish.

In parts of St. Nikolai’s Churchyard, 100 graves and
107 skeletons have been found that date from the
13th to the 15th century. These findings provide
valuable new knowledge about the people
who lived and died in the capital’s oldest area of
settlement.
Around 30 archaeologists from the Norwegian
Institute for Cultural Heritage Research are working
on the excavations, which are scheduled to
continue until the spring of 2018.

Pope Innocent’s IV’s seal of lead was found at Ladegården in Oslo. Photo: NIKU/Bane NOR

Man, presumably in his twenties, was found at
Middelalderparken. Photo: Bane NOR
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Paving the way for a new neighbourhood
During construction of the tunnel for the Follo Line, approximately 10-11 million tons of
rock spoil will be removed within a period of 3.5 years.
For Bane NOR, it is important to effectively reuse the
extracted materials in a manner that is to the benefit
of both society and the environment. Thanks to an
agreement with Oslo Municipality, around 70% of
the tunnel rock is being reused in the area at Åsland
as part of the foundations for a new neighbourhood
known as Gjersrud-Stensrud. Depositing the
majority of the excavated materials close to the
construction site means significantly less transport
on local roads and motorways.

International project
The Follo Line Project is a pilot project at Bane NOR
for a new contract model, as well as the new tunnel
excavation methods for Norwegian railway tunnels.
The use of EPC contracts and the use of TBMs in
combination with conventional drill and blast and
drill and split methodology, will pave the way for
innovation and knowledge upgrading in Norway
and build alliances between Norwegian and foreign
engineering and construction companies.

More sustainable transport

Workers from almost 70 nations are working or have
worked on this major project. Language and cultural
initiatives reduce possible risk factors. Modern rail
workers gain a great deal of cultural knowledge and
expertise from working with colleagues from many
countries.

Trains are the most environmentally-friendly mode
of transport that we have, if we disregard walking
and cycling. Therefore, the Follo Line Project imposes
environmental requirements in accordance with laws,
regulations and Bane NOR's corporate goals.
The main requirements are aimed at transport of
the excavated material, noise protection during
the construction phase and the consideration of
vulnerable species and the groundwater.

The Follo Line Project's administration team also
has broad international work experience, together
with a good mix of railway expertise and experience
from major projects both in Norway and abroad.

Follo Line – a pilot project

•
•
•
•
•

One of the first railway tunnels in Norway to be
constructed using tunnel boring machines (TBM)
The longest railway tunnel to date in the Nordic
countries
First railway tunnel in Norway to have two separate
tubes
Slab tracks in the tunnel contributes to easier
future operation and maintenance - and a more
comfortable journey
Built simultaneously from five rig areas between
Oslo and Ski
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Facts about the Follo Line Project

22 km

New 22 km double track line
between Oslo Central Station and
the public transport hub at Ski

•
•
•

Comprises construction of a total of
64 km of new railway tracks
Halves the travelling time between
Oslo and Ski from 22 minutes
to 11 minutes

250 km/t

Designed for speeds of up to
250 km/h

High speed mobile network

•
•

•
•
•

The largest land-based project in Norway in recent
times
The longest railway tunnel in Norway (20 km) and the
first Norwegian railway tunnel to have separate tubes
Is being constructed using four tunnel boring machines
(TBMs)
Parts of the tunnel will be excavated by drill & split/drill
& blast
Includes construction of the new Ski Station, extensive
work at Oslo Central Station, realignment of the existing
Østfold Line, both on the approach to Oslo Central
Station and between the new Ski Station, and the
future tunnel for the Follo Line
EPC (engineering, procurement and construction)
contracts signed in 2015/2016
Forms the core part of the InterCity development
southwards from the capital
The main construction work commenced in 2015, with
completion scheduled for December 2021
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